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other trade magazines. It is true that most of the music under discussion has been largely by Bach and Haydn and Mozart rather than Beethoven and Schubert or beyond; more important to our purposes is that it has now become acceptable to re-examine not just obscure corners of the repertoire, but the war horses themselves.
In musicological circles, performance practice is at least officially sanctioned at meetings, specialized conferences, and in scholarly journals-even if a patronizing whiff sometimes lingers on. The generous coverage in The New Grove (to be improved upon even further in the forthcoming New Grove Dictionary of Musical Instruments) has filled in many longstanding gaps in general knowledge. Under new editorial leadership, one of the most articulate and widely-read organs concerned regularly with performance practice, Early Music, has broadened its scope to include at least occasional Romantic'forays. Finally, the issuing of the first "complete" set of a body of well-established repertoire-in this case the thirty-two piano sonatas of Beethoven performed by Malcolm Binns on instruments from the collection of C. F. Colt-must be viewed as a milestone that one hopes can be repeated in the years ahead.
These successes are genuine, and many of them will doubtless prove lasting. Indeed, it is their very magnitude that obliges both the leaders and participants in the Romantic performance movement to reassess their motivations and goals. Although recordings do not tell the whole story, they are representative of what has been going on for the last several years. Collectively, they point up three factors that, in spite of the recent growth, do not seem to have changed substantially since the early 1960s. First, the interest in nineteenth-century performance practice continues to center primarily around the piano. In our original checklist of about thirty discs, all but three involved music for or with piano. Among the recent crop of some ninety-five discs, a dozen do not employ the piano, a proportion only slightly changed from seven years previously. In one sense this is hardly surprising; the piano is, after all, the fulcrum of Romanticism: its solo ideal. On the other hand, a view of the nineteenth-century that excludes opera and orchestral music can scarcely be considered complete or even representative.
Second, the nineteenth-century historical performance movement has been, and continues to be, European-based. Only six of the recordings in the present checklist were made by non-Europeans-all Americans, as it turns out; a seventh features an American soprano accompanied by a European pianist on a European label. The original reason for this state of affairs may be that the instruments themselves were by and large to be found in Europe. Although the firm of Neupert pressed its Mozart fortepiano model into service for the Mozart bicentennial in the mid-1950s, most European performer/ collectors (such as Paul Badura-Skoda, J6rg Demus, or Richard Burnett) have continued to favor originals, reflecting to some extent the Old World bias-one not entirely without foundation-that they don't make them as well anymore. For relatively modest outlays, it was possible for Europeans to assemble impressive and important keyboard collections. Assuming such instruments could still be located, an equally interested American, bucking the vagaries of export restrictions and shipping arrangements, faced an uphill battle.
There is also the circumstance that Europe has traditionally provided a more congenial atmosphere for the cultivation of performers with iconoclastic leanings: Arnold Dolmetsch at the turn of the century, Landowska in the '20s and '30s, Thurston Dart in the immediate postwar period, and the Leonhardts, Harnoncourts, Hogwoods, Gardiners, Maiers, and Schr6ders of the last two decades. European education in general remains more humanistically based than its American equivalent, and even the strictly conservatory-trained performer is likely to have at least some exposure to organology or musical iconography (perhaps along with a dose of classics or Arabic), from which the study of historical performance flows quite spontaneously. European performers-most especially the English-have also proved to be more articulate spokespersons for their causes, facilitating acceptance by a larger public. Few leading American performers, for example, could cross conversational swords with Christopher Hogwood, whose speaking engagements with the BBC have covered practically every corner of the musical universe. And finally, there has been a cosmopolitan musical environment-best exemplified by London, but to a considerable extent by Paris and Vienna as well-that provides nearly full-time work for a reasonable number of historical-performance practitioners. The closest American analogue remains Boston (most of whose early music activities took root in the workshop of Frank Hubbard), where audience size has never quite caught up with the supply of performing musicians.
To Third, although fresh repertoire is being introduced continually, the nineteenth-century historical performance movement continues to feed heavily on Beethoven and Schubert. In our original survey, only two discs contained at least a full side of music not by one of these two Viennese masters. In the most recent batch, about twenty discs contain no music by either; all but three are for or with piano, and only nine are on labels that enjoy wide distribution. All together there are just ten recordings devoted to music composed after 1830, and all of these involve the piano.
Given that Beethoven and Schubert represent both the culmination and dissolution of Viennese Classicism, it stands to reason that they are natural targets for a movement that has marched steadily forward through Mozart and Haydn. It will be interesting to see whether interest stalls at around 1830, and whether it remains fixed upon the piano. In either event the importance of historical performance for the Romantic century will remain sharply circumscribed. This would be an altogether ironic outcome for an era that, in terms both of measure and of variety, prized color above all else. For this reason alone I would argue that the period A reviewer is likely to jump to the Trio of the "Eroica" Scherzo to test the valveless horns, and sure enough there is considerably more color and nuance (especially the stopped c2 and ab , pungent though non-abrasive) in this section. But rather than a series of similarly dramatic differences between the Collegium Aureum and, say, the Cleveland Orchestra under Szell (or even the Vienna Philharmonic under Schmidt-Isserstedt), there is a much more subtle but pervasive difference in the overall palette of sound. After several hearings of the Collegium Aureum, modern performances begin to sound excessively dense, compacted, and even colorless, more like a uniform brick wall than a decorated eighteenth-century altar. This remains true in spite of the fact that both Szell and Schmidt-Isserstedt choose more courageous tempi in the outer movements. It is not so much that the Collegium Aureum winds, for example, can be heard more easily; they can, but not for the reason that the less reinforced strings are dramatically softer. What we are aware of instead is the greater musical space between tiers of sound, permitting individual voices and nuances to slip effortlessly through-although the bassoon used here is less penetrating that its modern counterpart.
One byproduct of this transparency is that the overall dynamic range is increased, particularly at the soft end. The Collegium Aureum's rendition of the B phrase in the opening section of the Funeral March, for example, begins from a genuine piano, not the mf to which we have become accustomed. When it is time to cut loose, as in the triadic explosions of mm. 76 and 98ff., it is astonishing how much sound thirty-two pieces can generate; on this smaller scale Beethoven's reliance on the brass for dynamic reinforcement seems even more dramatic. The outcome of all this is a highly successful, taut reading that in crucial respects reintroduces a revolutionary dimension smothered since the advent of outsized Brahms orchestras.
For the Missa solemnis the Collegium Aureum employed the same basic orchestra as for the "Eroica," augmented by a fourth horn, three trombones, organ continuo, a chorus of about forty, and four soloists (with women sopranos and altos, as in the original performance). This is somewhat smaller than that used for the premieres of the Kyrie, Credo, and Agnus Dei at Beethoven's academies of May 1824, though it doubtless reflects the actual forces frequently available for some time after that. Several of the same distinctions pointed up in the "Eroica" apply here as well. In particular, the timpani function as an audible agent of rhythmic organization, rather than being buried at the bottom of the pile. The ambitious fugues that conclude both the Gloria and the Credo breathe more naturally. In the end, however, listeners are apt to favor one reading or another depending upon whether the passage in question is epic or intimate. There is no question that in places such as the Qui tollis of the Gloria the chamber-sized forces project a more personal tone; on the other hand it is hard to do without the sweep and grandeur at the opening of this same movement, as in the standard performances of Klemperer and von Karajan.
The heavy reliance upon vibrato and portamento provides a more serious obstacle to appreciating the Collegium Aureum's performances. However beautiful in other respects, concertmaster Maier's rendition of the soaring Benedictus solo could just as well be Fritz Kreisler's. I would be hard pressed to point up any significant differences between the vocal styles applied here and those in any of a half dozen representative modern recordings. There is something specious about arguing for instrumental authenticity while largely ignoring the vocal domain. It is certainly true that we know less about vocal techniques and performance styles in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries than we do about instrumental performance. But that is no reason to abandon the search. Too often in the Collegium Aureum Missa solemnis the vocal-instrumental mixture stratifies into oil and water-soprano Sylvia Geszty employs a wide vibrato even by modern standards-rather than projecting a convincing blend. It is a tribute to the participants, headed by conductor Wolfgang Gonnenwein, that the performance often rises above these limitations to include many sustained passages of great beauty.
The Collegium Aureum celebrates its twen- As Rudolf Kolisch established more than forty years ago, there is nothing to be gained by clinging literally to all of Beethoven's metronome markings, especially those added many years after the creation of a work. At the same time, these same markings are the surest guides we have to the character of specific movements; regardless of the kinds of instruments used in the Beethoven Septet, this music is ill served by taking, as does the Divertimento Salzburg, the final Presto at two-thirds of the tempo specified by its composer. Such recordings only underscore the organic interrelationships among the various components of musical performance. Without careful attention to each, the claims advanced by the advocates of "authenticity" sound hollow indeed.
But it is to the large corpus of music for or with piano that we are forced to return. For most people who have brushed up against nineteenth-century period instruments at one time or another, it is the "fortepiano" that comes most readily to mind and ear, and the predominance of piano recordings bears this out. Sixty percent of the historical recordings to date have been for solo piano, and another quarter use it in concert with other instruments or voices. At present nineteenth-century historical performance is, for all practical purposes, historical pianos. How, then, do we evaluate the increasingly plentiful recordings on these instruments? The only clear verdict to date is that for now we must be far more concerned with the sounds emanating from them than with individual performances upon them. This myopic, unbalanced view of performance must sadly prevail until more satisfactory instruments are widely available; to adopt any other stance is simply to put one's head in the sand. For many observers-among these the most outspoken-there is no point in trying to pass judgement on sounds produced by either replicas or restored originals. We cannot, so the familiar argument goes, know what Beethoven's or Schumann's or Liszt's pianos actually sounded like in their day; we can only, through personal preference, choose one present-day sound over another. We cannot divine what a nineteenth-century contemporary would have praised or condemned.
The major appeal of this argument is its simplicity, which, however, does little justice to the traditions of nineteenth-century performance. There is absolutely no evidence, for example, that the nineteenth century either valued or tolerated instruments in poor regulation or overall condition. In 1815 Beethoven wrote to an acquaintance that "Schanz has sent me such a bad one [i.e., a piano] that he will soon have to take it back again."3 On the contrary, there is considerable evidence that many of the virtues we prize today in a piano carried the same weight then. Already in the 1770s Mozart had praised Stein's pianos for their evenness of touch, their quick, efficient damping, their responsive knee-lever mechanisms, and their durability. In describing his attempt in 1823 to display the virtues of both English and Viennese pianos to the Viennese public, Moscheles freely admits that the poorer condition of Beethoven's Broadwood, and its resultant "muffled tone," contributed to the local preference for the "clear, ringing tones" of the concert-ready Graf.4 The nineteenth century is replete with similar accounts.
There A more checkered relationship with period instruments has been enjoyed over the last twoand-a-half decades by the Austrian pianist J6rg Demus. Although his own personal collection numbered at one time some fifty instruments, it is almost impossible to escape the conclusion that Demus has been less than passionately concerned with the playing condition of those upon which he has recorded. Several of thesethe Nufrnberg Graf and Streicher (12) 16 and 26) on Badura-Skoda's own Graf from ca. 1827 are on the whole less successful, it is not from shortcomings in the performances. Rather it is simply the limitations of a heavily strung woodenframe, at the inevitable cost of volume and would require replacement of many parts that confer historical value upon it in the first place. Like many originals this Graf has been understrung to prevent further deformation of the frames, at the inevitable cost of volume and power. The rotation of the wrest plank has further eroded down-bearing on the bridge, and from d2 on up there are persistent unison beats that undermine the cantabile of singing passages. The shift no longer moves far enough to produce a true una corda, requiring the additional introduction of the moderator to create the illusion. In spite of these unavoidable restrictions, there can be moments of great beauty. I enthusiastically recommend BaduraSkoda's exquisite rendering of the slow movement of the "Hammerklavier" to anyone who remains skeptical of the reasons for Beethoven's continued allegiance to Viennese pianos. Similarly, the Graf is a perfect vehicle for the registral writing in the first of the op. 94 Moments musicaux. Better prepared to meet the demands made on it is the ca. 1815 Hasska used in a recent disc containing three middle-period sonatas, including the "Waldstein" (11). In this sonata's opening movement the bright, woody tone of the Hasska is put to exuberantly athletic use, while the blurred pedalings that characterize each return of the Rondo theme contain just the right overlay of haze. Few pianists exhibit as much insight into this Viennese repertoire as does Badura-Skoda, whose performances draw out all the color these instruments have-at present-to give.
A more eclectic path has been pursued over the last fifteen years by the Englishman Richard Burnett, whose growing collection at Finchcocks (a spacious eighteenth-century manor house in Kent, restored to and maintained at close to its original condition) provides perhaps the most authentic-and certainly the most lovely-setting for the study of historical keyboard instruments there is. Burnett has taken great pains to acquire originals whose major structural components are still intact, and his recordings put the best possible foot forward for carefully selected, minimally restored instruments. To me the most valuable lesson to be gleaned from Burnett's two interesting solo albums on an 1826 Graf (originally restored by Derek Adlam in 1969; 65, 66) is that mere age is as much the enemy of an original instrument as is obvious deterioration. I am not persuaded that retaining the original strings and leather hammer coverings produces an "original" sound. Regardless of how long it has gone unstruck by a hammer, wire that has been sitting in that chemical bath we call air for more than a century and a half will have undergone crystallographic realignment. Without at least a light redrawing it cannot be expected to perform as it did when new. Leather proves to be equally susceptible to change, and no one would claim that a soundboard, even under the best circum- Perhaps the two most successful originals yet to be put on disc both received their restorations between ten and twenty years ago at the "Werkstitte for historische Tasteninstrumente" of Martin Scholz in Basel. Aside from turning out instruments whose actions and various pedal mechanisms are quiet and reliable, Scholz has accomplished the seemingly impossible feat of eliminating virtually all traces of unison beats, even in the high treble. The mid-1820s Graf used on an album of Nachtstiicke (37) also exploits in stunning fashion the potential of the una corda (physically attainable on most Grafs but rarely set up correctly). It is heard to best advantage in the development section of the rarely heard Divertissement iiber Franzosische Motive for piano four-hands (also on 37, and a textbook specimen of sonata form in spite of its designation as a Marche brillante). In two passages that rework the second group (mm. 139, 161ff.), pianists Neumeyer and Junghanns take advantage of the lone pianissimo anywhere in this fifteen-minute work to employ the full shift, although they hold enough in reserve to carry out Schubert's further directive of diminuendo at mm. 147 and 169, easily the most dramatic moments on the record. (29 is an album devoted entirely to four-hand music of Schubert on this same Graf, though we have so far been unable to locate a copy.) We can only hope that his important collection will continue to grow and develop, despite Neumeyer's recent death, under the curatorship of four-hand partner Junghanns.
Although he owns only a single instrument-a Brodmann of ca. 1815 also restored by Martin Scholz-J6rg Ewald Dahler has proved to be the most prolific historical recording artist over the last seven years, producing no fewer than eight albums and ten discs (all devoted to Schubert, and including both major song cycles with Ernst Haeflinger) during this period. In terms of purity no other original instrument can compete with this restored Broadmann, and for those who claim that they neither hear nor are disturbed by unison beats I suggest they listen to the opening of the C-Minor Inpromptu from op. 90 (38) to discover what life is like on the other side. Not everything about the instrument is ideal; its purity seems to have been achieved at the cost of significant understringing (noticeable as well on the Neumeyer Graf), and the tone is sometimes less warm than steely. Dihler's Schubert is of the intimate, leisurely variety, occasionally bordering on the fussy, but never unmusical. As with all of the originals discussed above (and those we have been unable to cover), there is much that the curious performer and listener can learn here. We may well be on the verge of very exciting times for nineteenth-century performance.
The debate as to the relative virtues of originals versus replicas has only begun. It has been going on in the harpsichord world for nearly half a century, and even today there are no unanimously held points of view. At the risk of oversimplification, one can argue that harpsichord builders and restorers are now able to produce successful examples of both types, while post-5-octave fortepiano builders and restorers have not yet proven they can do either. If we review harpsichord recordings from the 1930s (whether Landowska or others), it is immediately clear that the Baroque revival was launched, not with compelling restorations of originals or stunning historical copies, but with instruments like Landowska's panzerized Pleyel that bore as much resemblance to a Ruckers or a Taskin as an all-beef hot dog does to prime rib. It would be both premature and unduly harsh to criticize the Romantic historical performance movement, barely two decades old, for finding itself in similar straits in 1984.
But it is also worthwhile noting that the advocates of the harpsichord were not competing-as must the early piano-against an instrument widely perceived by both audiences and performers as the perfect culmination of a long evolutionary development. For the average music patron, Romantic pianos-or clarinets or hunting horns or singing styles-do not offer a welcome opportunity to hear a work fully realized, only to endure a primitive version borne stoically by a composer who would gratefully have embraced our modern technology (How often is Beethoven's peremptory -indeed, secondhand-remark, "the piano is and remains an inadequate instrument," invoked to dismiss the early piano?) They are no more persuaded or won over by a performance on an ailing nineteenth-century grand than they are by one on a similarly ailing modern Steinway or Bechstein.
Romantic music enthusiasts will ultimately be forced to choose between the cult status which for all practical purposes has already been achieved and the rigorous standards maintained in the world's major concert halls. It is one thing for the initiated to listen with historically sympathetic ears that allow the potential of flawed instruments to come through while masking their defects. It is quite another to expect a justifiably skeptical public to put on these same sets of ears. There is a tendency for historical performance advocates to view themselves as members of a beleaguered if enlightened elite, charged with preserving an exotic and inaccessible tradition. What is generally forgotten is that in the Vienna of the first quarter of the nineteenth century there was nothing elitist or especially enlightened about perfor-
